
Ian Trevor Field
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Medical administrator (b 1933; q 1961; CBE, MRCS, FFPHMRCP (UK),
FFOM RCP Lond), died from metastatic colon cancer on 23 December
2012.

A man of strong principles, borne of his Christian faith and
support for ecumenism, Ian Trevor Field was a rigorous defender
of medical ethics. As secretary general of the World Medical
Association (WMA) in the mid 1990s he was a leading voice
onmany issues, from urging restrictions on the use of landmines
to opposing the involvement of doctors in the administration of
lethal injections. He matched his medical skills with his abilities
as a diplomat, working hard for doctors who had been
imprisoned under antiterrorism laws in their own countries for
administering medical care to rebel fighters. In 1994 Ian Field
travelled, on behalf of the WMA, to Peru, aiding the release of
22 doctors who were imprisoned.
Ian Field started his career in medical administration at the
BMA, where—as an assistant secretary, and then
undersecretary—he dealt with the rebellion of junior doctors
over long working hours. Throughout his career, Ian Field was
closely involved in restructuring the NHS; as secretary of the
BMA in the early 1990s he met the then prime minister, John
Major, on numerous occasions to discuss NHS finances and
reforms.
A member of the World Health Organization’s global advisory
committee on malaria control, Ian Field chaired the committee
in 1981. His own experience of malaria, contracted as a child
in India, together with his interest in tropical medicine—he was
on the board of management for the London School of Hygiene
and Tropical Medicine at the time—made him an excellent
choice.
Ian Trevor Field was born in 1933 in Rawalpindi, in what is
now Pakistan, to parents George and Bertha Field. He attended
Shri Shivaji preparatory military school in Pune, where he was
given the Hindu cast of warrior to allow him to fit into the
hierarchy of those attending the school. It was a fitting title for
a man who was later to engage in many battles on behalf of the
medical profession. His father, a major in the Indian Army was
captured at Singapore by the Japanese and spent three years in
the infamous Changi prisoner-of-war camp. The family returned
to the UK at the end of the war and he attended Bournemouth
Grammar School.
Ian Field served his national service in the Royal Engineers,
spending some time in Egypt along the Suez Canal. He attended
Guy’s Hospital Medical School in London. His house jobs were
in Guildford and he became a general practitioner in Beckenham
before joining the BMA in 1964. Among his many contributions
to the reorganisation of the NHS, he was involved with the
Cogwheel report, published in 1967, which examined the

organisation of doctors in hospitals and suggested medical staff
be split into specialty groups.
After moving to the Department of Health and Social Security
as a senior medical officer in 1975, Ian Field later became senior
principal medical officer. During this time one of his primary
roles was as chief medical and health services adviser to the
Overseas Development Administration. In this capacity he was
responsible for the provision of aid to developing countries. His
work resulted in a great deal of travel, including memorable
visits to Africa, with part of Ian’s role involving inspections to
the areas were aid had been provided. On one eyebrow raising
occasion he found a fridge supplied to store vaccines being used
to cool beer.
Ian Field returned to the BMA in 1985, first as deputy secretary
responsible for national medical services and later secretary.
He was also heavily involved with the Worshipful Society of
Apothecaries, elected as liveryman in 1971 and holding the
position of Master, 1998-99. Following the society’s creation
of the diploma in medical care of catastrophes, he acted as a
guiding force for the conflict and catastrophe forum, issuing
advice and support during its critical stage of development. The
course and examination are now completed by those involved
in humanitarian medicine the world over to prepare them for
crisis situations.
Through his work with the WMA from1994 to 1997, Ian Field
became an influential figure internationally, arranging ameeting
of the WMA in South Africa, at which he was introduced to
Thabo Mbeki. He was also invited as honoured guest to the
Japan Medical Association’s 50th anniversary celebrations,
where he was introduced to the Emperor and Empress of Japan.
In 1994 he was appointed CBE for services to medicine.
Throughout his entire life he was guided by a strong Christian
faith. He was greatly influenced as a youth by the Jesuits, and
later embraced the Benedictine traditions and teachings. After
retirement he spent time in the local primary Catholic school,
helping children in the Library, encouraging their enquiring
minds.
While growing up in India he was a keen hockey player but
gave it up on returning to the UK in favour of rugby. He felt
that the green grassy playing-fields of the UK did not encourage
the fast hockey he had got used to on the polished clay surfaces
of India. He continued to support both rugby and cricket, long
after he had stopped playing. He was a lifelong fan of the writing
of P G Wodehouse, enjoying his polished similes and elegant
sentences. It is no coincidence that his portrait in BMA house
shows him holding a dictaphone; he endeavoured to reach the
same standard of English in his own correspondence.
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He leaves his wife of 52 years, Christine; their three sons; and
eight grandchildren.
A memorial service will be held on Thursday 31 October 2013,
2 pm, Worth Abbey Church, West Sussex.
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